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ABSTRACT: Mail Server Communication is a server-side scripting project developed by Php language using IMAP and POP3 protocols. In the research report, we present a communication server called Mail Communication Server, which is written in PHP and is one of the main multi-page scripting languages. The messaging server provides two people from the same organization or another organization with a messaging identifier to communicate securely. The mail server has all the features that are required by a mail server such as Gmail. The research paper contains a detailed analysis of the project and the different components of the projects.

INTRODUCTION

The web page contains some of the most important data in the world. From credit card numbers to medical records, cybersecurity is today one of the main areas of the diffusion test. To maximize the quality of a web penetration test, certain script functions are almost always required. [1] Specifies whether data should intercept an XSS vulnerability or add functionality to a website. The script is a critical element. Toolbox for a penetration tester. [2] The cross-section between websites to learn PHP. The research paper focuses on the basics of PHP for penetration testers. Next, we analyze the benefits of PHP in two ways: including remote files and data collection. [3]. The use of different kinds of websites for using mail serves is shown in figure1.
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Figure1: Percentage of different email clients

LITERATURE REVIEW

Several scripts can interact to execute certain task functions. For example, a connection to a WordPress platform may contain a collection of scripts[4]. However, our system has focused on discovering if the detection system is a more independent platform if it is a unique scenario that is maliciously independent of the other scripts with which it can interact. Knowledge of the platform is not required to add relevant PHP scripts in a "big phase". "[5] PHP means PHP: hypertext processor and is an open-source script language that was developed primarily for web development. [6]PHP facilitates form analysis and data manipulation, one of the forms-based applications. PHP is also used as a framework for many Web 2.0 applications because it easily manages databases and responds through shared databases. Web 2.0 protocols such as XML (Extensible Markup Language) and JavaScript object notation. [7]

PHP BASICS

To run our PHP scripts, we must ensure that our web server is running. We go to the web directory / var / www / html. This directory is the root website of the Apache server[8]. Php is among top 5 programming languages used for web development[9] and the importance of the languages can be seen in the graph(as shown in figure2)
COMPONENTS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT

We now have some basic concepts involved during the development of PHP pages. Now we look to the components of the project along with the screenshots of the web pages[10]. Also, the tables involved in the database of the project. [11]

SIGN UP PAGE

Sign up page (as shown in figure 3) on which the user can log in with his respective Gmail account provided that the email id and password entered by them is correct through SMTP service if login details are wrong SMTP shows up the 404 error page is built with PHP language[12]

INBOX PAGE

The inbox page is required to view the mails. Inbox page helps the user to get acknowledged about all the mail received by the user[13], in a framework that is user-friendly and easy to use (as shown in figure 4) which is also built with PHP language[14]. The user may use the sync button to load the recent mail on the inbox page. Figure 4 also contains SQL database tables for the inbox page
SENT MAIL PAGE

- The sent page enables the user to view all of the emails sent by the user after the user login[15]. All the mails that are being retrieved using IMAP and pop3 protocols search function using the Gmail server connection[16].

- Although the mail is sent from our mail services project if the logged-in user wants to view the sent mails the user needs to sync the sent mails (as shown in figure5). The page is built with PHP language[17]

- The screenshot also includes SQL database table of the sent page.

Figure5: Sent mail page and database table for sent mail page

DRAFT PAGE

- In the draft page, a user can view the emails saved by the logged-in user, in a framework which is designed by the PHP language[19]. Figure6 shows all the emails saved by the user retrieved by the IMAP and pop3 protocols from the search function of the Gmail server. The page is built with PHP language[20].

- The screenshot also contains SQL database tables of the draft page.

Figure6: Draft mail page and database table for draft mail page

COMPOSE MAIL PAGE

The composed page is developed so that the logged-in user can send mails (as shown in the figure7). The pages are developed in the fashion that it uses SMTP protocol[21]

Figure7: Compose mail page
The section used to destroy the ongoing session, which helps the person to log out from the local mail server and we destroy the session the email id and password also get erased from the memory, this ensures that there is no insecure access to the user account, hence user account cannot be accessed without password anymore. This increases the security of the user account[22].

CONCLUSION

More than 1 hundred years of important inventions after the beginning of the industrial era has led to an improvement of the standard of living of the ordinary people across various parts of the world with the absence of unemployment trend rising steeply. The project is built to achieve the demand of the mail server. The change in the use of different mail servers is shown in the below figure8.
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Figure8: Number of users in Gmail
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